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After decades of development of minimally invasive surgery (MIS), this
technology has become an integral part of healthcare worldwide. In the late 20th century,
it was introduced into China as a surgical innovation, where it has become increasingly
popular.1 Implementation of a new procedure always comes with many cultural, social
and economic considerations. However, the factors that influenced the diffusion and
integration of MIS into China as a successful healthcare procedure is poorly understood.
Following in the footsteps of the first laparoscopic cholecystectomy in 1987,2
China performed its first surgery of the sort in 1991.3 In comparison to the diffusion of
traditional open surgery, MIS was brought to China much more quickly. Within the last
twenty years, both the number and quality of these surgeries have significantly
increased.4 In general, MIS was rather warmly welcomed into China.
This essay will demonstrate that the spread of MIS to China and its subsequent
flourishing was facilitated by its fundamental principle of “minimal invasiveness”, which
is in agreement with deep-rooted Chinese cultural and medical beliefs regarding
preservation of the body's integrity and treating pathologies internally. I will examine this
question from three aspects: the emphasis on bodily integrity throughout Chinese history,
the importance of cultural impact on the fate of newly arrived foreign ideologies, and the
openness to new technologies in the current state of industrialisation, modernization and
urbanization in China. According to Everett Rogers, the diffusion of innovations requires
four critical elements: the innovation itself, communication channels, time, and lastly, a
social system.5 I will essentially argue that the social system is the most important
element that facilitated the transmission of MIS into China.

Chinese Medicine: A tradition of internal healing
For a long time, innovations in medicine have spread between different societies.
However, China was a society where Western medical, and especially surgical, sciences
encountered much resistance. This is expected of when we consider the Chinese cultural
belief that integrity of the body must be conserved to its fullest extent possible.
One of the fundamental texts of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is the
“Yellow Emperor’s Internal Classic”. Interestingly enough, anatomy and dissection do
occasionally appear in some parts of the text.6 Bloodletting was also routinely mentioned,
particularly in some older texts. However, in contrast to Greek phlebotomy, which
flourished until a few centuries ago, bloodletting in China faded from the medical realm
in late antiquity, giving way to acupuncture, referred to by some as “bloodless surgery”.7
Evidently, the concept of bodily integrity and maintenance of internal balance gradually
dominated Chinese medical thought.
Similarly, the fate of dissection in Chinese history was also unfulfilling.
According to Confucius, the human body was believed to be sacred; it would return to the
ancestors after death and any mutilations it carried would persist in the afterlife. Thus
dissection was prohibited and there was limited knowledge of human anatomy.8
Throughout Chinese history, there were only two instances where anatomical dissection
was performed on a relatively large and organized scale. Both involved the dissection of
the corpses of killed rebels, with subsequent anatomy diagrams drawn.9 Otherwise, not
much else had been done in the field of dissection until the arrival of Western medicine.
Equally as important was the underlying principle in TCM, advocating for healing
by internal methods rather external ones. During the early period of transmission of

Western medicine, most Chinese people were still “deeply rooted in native medical
theories and herbal medicine”, only looking to Western medicine as a last resort.10 In
TCM, diseases are caused by a “break-down of the balance between Yin and Yang, in the
body” and thus should be healed internally. Surgical operations were discouraged, except
for superficial lesions such as abscesses.
Nevertheless, there have been records of surgical operations in ancient China.
Hua To, one of the most important figures in traditional Chinese surgery is known to
have used surgical methods and anesthetizing substances to treat his patients.11,12
Unfortunately, because ancient Chinese society placed surgeons on a low social status,
surgical development mostly stagnated.13 Indeed, the socio-cultural context would not
have allowed invasive surgery to thrive.
On the other hand, this desire to preserve the body’s integrity would have a more
beneficial effect on the spread of MIS, a procedure defined as "surgical intervention
involving the least possible physical trauma to the patient" in the Oxford Medical
Dictionary. These paralleling principles gave MIS a much easier entrance into China.

Examining the Past: Medical encounters in China
Many of the principles of TCM continuously evolved throughout history.
Coincidentally, these shifts in medical thinking were all connected to a simultaneous
change in cultural belief. Naturally, new medicinal concepts are never simply accepted;
they must be supported by the cultural context.
The reason why Western medicine encountered so much resistance was due to the
importance of TCM in Chinese culture. It is embedded in and inseparable from Chinese

tradition. Consequently, despite ongoing efforts by missionaries, surgical procedures
remained for a long time in isolated clinics without exerting much influence on the
medical profession in China. It was almost as if Chinese society naturally resisted the
invasion of foreign culture.14,15
Occasionally, Chinese medicine modified its course due to internal debates or
foreign influx. One example is the influx of Buddhist and Indian medicine. 16 These
exerted both an influence on TCM and on Chinese culture itself, thus leading to changes
in medical theory. However, only those aspects of Buddhist medicine that agreed most
with existing Chinese ideas were taken up into TCM
Similarly, fundamental concepts from local schools of thought were all
incorporated into TCM in some way. TCM often transformed along with an evolving
culture. Many medical concepts were formulated based on fundamental Confucian,
Daoist principles etc. Several centuries later, the emergence of Neo-confucianism was
also incorporated into TCM. 17
As a result, Western medicine’s propagation into China was rather unsuccessful
until the nation fully opened up to accepting Western culture and in doing so, redefining
its own identity. The resilience of Chinese culture, reinforced by a belief in selfsuperiority and a sense of antagonism towards Western influence, was remarkable.
The earliest account of Western surgery in China goes back to the Tang dynasty,
yet it failed to leave a trace in Chinese history. Occasional European surgeons were also
sent to China during the 16th and 17th centuries. However, most ended up serving in the
imperial court without leaving much impact.18 Clearly, Chinese society had values
completely different from the West, and therefore "Western medicine did not from a

scientific point of view come to environments capable of receiving it.”19 However, as
Chinese society later underwent drastic changes in societal organization, Western
medicine was given new opportunity to sprout, this time, successfully.

Socio-cultural context in China today: Facilitating the advent of MIS
At the turn of the 20th century, the China's attitude towards Western medicine
went through an important transition phase. With repeated military defeats, China was
gradually forced to open up to foreign intrusion. Soon, the educated elites realized that
something had to be done to save their nation. For them, it was “science” that would
revive China.20 Thus began a movement of importing Western-derived science and
revamping China's existing socio-political system, in order to promote modernization and
to strengthen the economy and the military. One of the most important sciences among
these was medicine, whose modernization could serve as a way of national defense.21 The
Chinese government put forth favourable policies to promote the spread of Western
medicine. Meanwhile, there was a sense of needing to refute old Chinese traditions,
which were associated with “superstition and quackery”.22 The previous “resistance to
Western economic models and their accompanying social structures” had turned
around.23
However, “unconditional support of scientific-medical practice” continued only
until the mid 1950s.24 Gradual efforts were then made to reintegrate certain traditions and
beliefs, including in medicine.25 One of the main principles of healthcare put forth by the
Chinese government after 1949 was to merge TCM and Western medicine. Later, the

Cultural Revolution in the 1960s and the economic reforms after 1980 brought further
changes to China’s social structure, which modified medical trends again.26
Today, although most people maintain the belief that science represents the sole
truth, many also reverted back to believing in TCM. Thus, the cultural setting of China
since the late 20th century is focused on modernization, urbanization and revival of past
traditions. In this environment, MIS quickly spread into China and found a place in its
medical system. This time, it was Chinese doctors themselves who decided to reach out
and bring MIS into China.
Today, there are MIS specialists in major hospitals all across China, performing
numerous cases of MIS.27 For example, laparoscopic cholecystectomy has become the
gold standard of cholelithiasis treatment.28 Minimally invasive percutaneous
nephrolithotomy, has been widely applied in China, with more than 10000 cases
performed in 10 years.29 Similarly, minimally invasive colorectal surgery, which only
began in the early 1990s, was quickly adopted in China in 1993.30 Such a rapid spread of
new technology can probably only be explained by an immense social, cultural or
economic driving force.
Interestingly, MIS was initially brought into China by a group of doctors from the
United States, France, Canada etc. in 1991. Along with their skill, they also brought
many pieces of hi-tech equipment devoted to MIS. They gave lectures regarding MIS
techniques and performed demonstrations on pre-selected patients. The Chinese were
described to be “very grateful” and enthusiastic – the lecture halls and demonstration
rooms were always filled to capacity with an attentive audience. The doctors were excited
to learn the new techniques, and the patients were also keen on being part of this initial

experience. One male patient who had not been chosen for a MIS operation even
protested in hopes of being selected.31 Following-up with this experience 15 years later,
the number of MIS conferences and workshops has rapidly increased. All types of
operations had been performed and MIS was already widely accepted.32
Evidently, the Chinese population demonstrated a welcoming attitude towards
MIS since the very beginning. Even though hospital facilities often fell behind, MIS was
still rapidly incorporated as a medical procedure. The fervour with which Chinese people
wanted to import MIS is apparent.
Various journal articles written on the topic of MIS and descriptions of it on
common websites etc. are all highly praiseful of this relatively new technology. There is a
general consensus on the "five major benefits of MIS compared to traditional open
surgery": small wound size, decreased pain intensity, faster healing and recovery,
decreased length of hospital stay, and reduced blood loss".33 These concepts recur
throughout numerous studies that compare the outcomes of MIS to those of traditional
surgery. The repeated emphasis on pursuing "minimal invasion" as the ultimate goal in
surgery also demonstrates its importance in the Chinese surgical field.
In the encyclopedia section (similar to a Wikipedia page) of the largest search
engine in China, Baidu, MIS is roughly summarized as surgery with a “small wound”.
The concept of "minimal invasion" is also said to have penetrated the entire medical
system. Similar ideas are discussed in the encyclopedia entry for the term “minimal
invasion”.34 Clearly, Baidu's description of MIS mostly focuses on its advantages; its
possible risks and downsides are rarely mentioned. Of course, like Wikipedia, the
information is not always reliable, but can represent the points of view of the general

population. Thus, we can deduce that MIS's popularity in China must be due to all the
perceived benefits it may offer in terms of reducing trauma to the body.
The story of Ms. Qiao also demonstrates the importance of wound size. In the
same year, Ms. Qiao was diagnosed with lung cancer soon after a recent mastectomy for
breast cancer. Interestingly, her first concern this time was the size of the incision. The
previous large mastectomy incision had kept her in pain for too long. This time, she
wanted to have a smaller incision to reduce post-operative pain. Fortunately, a singleincision minimally invasive thoracic surgery successfully resected the cancer.35 In this
example, cosmetic effect and size of incision were the dominant factors that pushed the
patient and doctors to choose MIS. Many other studies of single-incision laparoscopies
also highlight the importance of cosmetic outcome as a major benefit of MIS.36,37 Perhaps
in a culture that favours beauty, anything related to improved cosmetic outcome is
preferred. However, this is just one of the many factors that helped MIS propagate so
quickly.
The real major drivers of MIS are its benefits involving decreased blood loss,
shorter recovery time etc. For example, a study on single-incision laparoscopic
cholecystectomy specifically speaks of the fact that MIS has become the patients’
preference for treatment of many diseases, namely because it causes less post-operative
pain (with lower doses of analgesics), and faster recovery.38 Another study examining the
differences between laparoscopic and open total mesorectal excision also described
similar outcomes: less blood loss, smaller incision size, better post-op recovery of bowel
function, and fewer cases of pulmonary infections and bowel obstructions in the group
that underwent the laparoscopic procedure. Based on these observations, they concluded

that the laparoscopic approach would a safe alternative to open surgery.39 As expected,
throughout my literature search, I could barely find any articles focusing on the adverse
outcomes of MIS. This fully reveals the receptive attitude that the Chinese medical
community held towards MIS. Furthermore, the benefits of MIS mentioned in the studies
are all in line with the traditional Chinese principles of maintaining bodily integrity,
preserving the body’s vitality, and treating the body as an integrated whole.
Many articles have also emphasized the need to promote the concept of “minimal
invasion” throughout all medical and surgical procedures.40 Authors believe that
“minimal invasiveness” should be a principle of practice that physicians and surgeons
abide by. To elevate its importance, some have even claimed that it was Hippocrates who
first proposed this idea.41 Other more philosophical thinkers have terms MIS an
embodiment of the “return of humanity to the field of medicine”.42
Amidst continuous efforts to integrate TCM and Western medicine, MIS
represented a perfect compromise between the two sides – it fits perfectly into the TCM
principle the most important thing is to preserve the body's integrity and to treat the body
as a whole. Simultaneously, the basis of MIS is also founded upon rigorous scientific
testing, which respects the principles of Western medicine. These unique characteristics
paved the way for MIS’s smooth entrance into China.
In addition to the cultural aspects, the wide spectrum of new devices required in
MIS also pushed it into one of the fastest-growing economies in the world. Oftentimes,
bringing in new technology requires pioneers to lead the way. For example, Dr. Han
Xinwei was one of theoe pioneers who led the purchase of new interventional radiology
equipment after having witnessed it at an international conference. Dr. Han believes that

good quality equipment and training is of utmost importance in the transition from
conventional surgery to MIS.43 With an aging population, increased disease prevalence,
and increased health awareness in the population, there has been a higher demand for
MIS equipment. The need to develop better optical tools to improve visualisation of the
surgical field was always there.44 Many of the current limitations of MIS have also been
attributed to a need for better tools.45 Thus, there is a huge driving force to develop new,
improved instruments for MIS.
In fact, endoscopes, stent grafts and energy based ablation devices have already
been in high demand in the past few years.46, 47 From 2005 to 2011, the market for MIS
devices in China increased from 12 billion US dollars to 18.6 billion. By the end of 2015,
this number is expected to rise to nearly 30 billion US dollars.48 Optimistically, the global
projection for the MIS market is expected to reach 50.6 billion dollars by 2019.49 Of this,
the Asia pacific market is expected to emerge as the fastest growing market among
others.50 Therefore, with further investment attractions, the market’s forces which will
drive MIS to its next peak. In addition, massive urbanization will allow more and more
people to become aware of new healthcare technologies, which could boost the market
demand for MIS even more.
Apart from all else, publications and education is also an important way to
promote new knowledge. In order to better teach MIS techniques to students, training
simulators, in the form of a cardboard box with a camera and tools inside, were
developed.51 No matter how comical this seems, it shows the desire to learn MIS
techniques. On another note, the creation of the “Chinese Journal of Minimally Invasive
Surgery” in 2001 is an important symbol of MIS's success. Within the right social and

cultural context, this journal has become increasingly influential since its creation.52 This
is no doubt a symbol that more people are aware of MIS and are paying attention to
relevant developments in this field.
In conclusion, this essay has demonstrated that the cultural and social factors in
Chinese society were the major driving forces for the spread of MIS into the nation.
MIS’s parallel with traditional Chinese concepts of maintaining bodily integrity is one of
the most important characteristics that allowed for its acceptance amongst the Chinese
population. The modern day economic and social context also played a significant role in
bringing MIS to such popularity. However, despite its popularity, MIS is not without
shortcomings. The overall cost and availability of equipment may prevent access to MIS
for certain groups of people. The lack of good quality research and training also needs
improvement. Regardless, as long as MIS stays in line with the socio-cultural context of
Chinese society, it will most likely be guaranteed a relatively trouble-free propagation
within this culturally-oriented country.
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